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Computer Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs) are an important pillar of 
global cybersecurity. What was once a small and informal community now comprises 
hundreds of CSIRTs, including governmental and non-governmental institutions. 
An important trend in recent years has been the institutionalization and creation 
of national CSIRTs (nCSIRTs). Indeed, the Group of Governmental Experts on 
Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context 
of International Security (UNGGE), which is leading the international community’s 
efforts in negotiating global cybersecurity norms under the auspices of the United 
Nations, made several references to nCSIRTs in its 2015 report and encourages 
countries to establish nCSIRTs.

Where these teams reside within a given government, as well as their role, 
authorization, authority and funding, vary from country to country. Some teams reside 
within government structures like ministries, others are part of law enforcement or 
intelligence agencies, and still others are set up as non-governmental organizations. As 
a result, there are significant discrepancies between nCSIRTs around the world, such 
as in their interaction with the law enforcement and intelligence agencies of their host 
country. Moreover, the process of establishing an nCSIRT is not without friction. Some 
cybersecurity experts and CSIRT practitioners are concerned that the trend toward 
nCSIRTs is leading to politicization and undermining trust relationships within 
the community. While the increasing political attention on CSIRTs demonstrates a 
laudable effort to enhance cybersecurity, policy-makers must be aware of the potential 
unintended negative consequences. 

This report analyzes these issues in greater detail and has three sections. First, it 
provides an overview of nCSIRTs as a distinct category and community within the 
broader CSIRT landscape. Their existence is a fairly recent development, and we hope 
that this introductory overview will be useful for policy-makers, scholars and CSIRT 
practitioners alike. Second, we examine the different priorities of government actors in 
network defense and how these priorities sometimes conflict. Third, we present policy 
recommendations that aim to clarify the role, mission and organizational setup of 
nCSIRTs as well as their relationship with intelligence and law enforcement agencies. 

We argue that an nCSIRT’s mission and mandate must be clearly and transparently 
defined, and that nCSIRTs should not be part of an intelligence or law enforcement 
agency, nor report directly to either. Similarly, an nCSIRT should not engage in political 
activities like the control of content and the censorship of free speech, nor collect 
digital intelligence for reasons other than securing computer networks and systems. 
Finally, we believe that governments should endorse the UNGGE’s norm regarding 
CSIRTs and should not use CSIRTs to conduct or support offensive cyber operations. 
They should also not prevent CSIRTs from providing assistance. 

Executive Summary
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Computer Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs) are an important pillar of 
global cybersecurity. What was once a small and informal community now comprises 
hundreds of CSIRTs, including governmental and non-governmental institutions. 
Moreover, CSIRTs arose from an often discreet and sometimes deliberately secretive 
community of technical experts who were primarily operationally minded; now, they 
are at the forefront of national and international cybersecurity policy-making. An 
important trend in recent years has been the creation of national CSIRTs (nCSIRTs).

In its 2015 report, the Group of Governmental Experts on Developments in the Field 
of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security 
(UNGGE), which is leading the international community’s efforts in negotiating global 
cybersecurity norms at the United Nations, made several references to nCSIRTs. Most 
notably, the UNGGE encouraged states to “establish a national Computer Emergency 
Response Team (CERT), Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) or to 
officially designate an organization to fulfill this role. . . .States should support and 
facilitate the functioning of and cooperation among national CERTs, CSIRTs, and other 
authorized bodies.”1

This is a process not without friction. Based on our participation in international 
cybersecurity policy processes at the UN, the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and elsewhere, as well as in some of the CSIRT 
community discussions at the 2015 annual Forum of Incident Response and Security 
Teams (FIRST) Conference and the 2015 annual meeting of nCSIRTs, there remains 
a significant gap between the traditional security policy–oriented and the network 
security–oriented communities, even as they increasingly converge and overlap in 
cybersecurity matters. 

As we have noted in the first study of our publication series on CSIRTs, many CSIRT 
practitioners share the goal of ensuring technical network security and making the 
Internet more secure.2 Apart from sharing threat information, CSIRTs also cooperate 
by sharing response and mitigation strategies with each other, traditionally very 
informally, in small meetings, phone calls or chats with practitioners they trust or 
deem likely to be affected by a specific threat. These informal ways of cooperation form 
the basis of organic trust relationships among CSIRTs, though they are increasingly 
complemented by automated information-sharing systems. 

There is growing concern among some in the technical and security research 
communities that the trend toward nCSIRTs is leading to politicization and 
undermining the trust relationships of the community. As the Best Practice Forum on 
Establishing and Supporting Computer Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRT) 
for Internet Security notes, “New national centres are created. In some cases, these 
centres may report to national security or law enforcement institutions. While not 
necessarily inappropriate, this can in some cases seriously hamper cooperation with 
other CSIRTs.”3 Relatedly, in November 2015, reports suggested that Carnegie Mellon 
University's CERT Coordination Center (CERT/CC) has been helping the FBI break the 
anonymity function of The Onion Router (Tor), the secure browsing application used 

Introduction
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by privacy conscious users to browse anonymously. As a result, some speculate that 
CERT/CC risks losing its reputation as an honest broker in the IT security and incident 
response community.4

We analyze these issues in greater detail and seek to contribute to the broader debate 
on nCSIRTs. In this report, we have two primary goals. First, we aim to provide an 
overview of nCSIRTs as a distinct category and community within the broader CSIRT 
landscape. Their existence is a fairly recent development, and we hope that this basic 
overview will be useful for policy-makers, scholars and CSIRT practitioners alike. 
Second, we hope to highlight that the nationalization of CSIRTs raises important 
questions about the ideal role and function of these new institutions, and about how 
they do, can and should relate to the existing community and other government actors. 

This report has three parts. We start with an introduction of nCSIRTs. Next, we 
examine the role of nCSIRTs in incident response and their relationship with law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies. The latter were selected because those in 
the community who see existing trust relationships as at risk repeatedly referenced 
law enforcement or intelligence agencies’ relationships with nCSIRTs as a source of 
concern. Finally, we present four policy recommendations aimed at building a legal 
framework for, and increasing transparency regarding, nCSIRTs. 

The content of this report is based on a review of existing literature;5 interviews with 
67 experts and practitioners who work in law enforcement and intelligence agencies, 
security research and CSIRT communities around the world; and an expert workshop 
held in Washington, DC, with experts from the United States and abroad. The authors 
did their best to collect data globally and to interview experts from different regions. 
But due to several constraints, the majority of the interviews were conducted with 
experts in the US and Europe.  

Further research and case studies covering different regions are needed to advance the 
nascent research efforts on nCSIRTS. Moreover, the analysis – especially in the second 
part – mainly focuses on democratic countries and their bureaucratic structures. It is 
also important to note that nCSIRTs are only one component of incident response, and 
that the first response is usually carried out by private sector companies that own and 
operate the infrastructure as well as firms that specialize in incident response. 

We hope that this report will be helpful for the UNGGE process and the 
implementation of its consensus report, which includes the following suggested norm:

States should not conduct or knowingly support activity to harm the information 
systems of the authorized emergency response teams (sometimes known as 
computer emergency response teams or cybersecurity incident response teams) 
of another State. A State should not use authorized emergency response teams to 
engage in malicious international activity.6

Effectively implementing the UNGGE’s recommendations requires a better 
understanding of the CSIRT landscape and raises a number of questions. For 
example, what does “authorized emergency response teams” mean? Can any CSIRT 
be authorized by a state and thereby included under the protective umbrella of this 
norm or only nCSIRTs? Can a state simply authorize a CSIRT and then communicate 
that authorization? Or does the authorization process include some sort of peer 
review or recognition? Moreover, what constitutes “harm,” as used in the report? 
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Does unauthorized access to an information system constitute harm? Similarly, 
what constitutes “malicious international activity”? And what about the idea that a 
state should not prevent a CSIRT from providing assistance? These questions will be 
explored in greater depth in the third and final paper of our series.
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As part of ongoing international confidence-building and capacity-building measures, 
states are setting up nCSIRTs, which have the responsibility to act as the national 
point of contact for domestic incident-response stakeholders and for other nCSIRTs 
around the world. National CSIRTs help coordinate incident response at the national 
and international levels. Many nCSIRTs also help protect the country’s government 
networks, critical information infrastructure and critical infrastructure networks. 
Some act as a default operational response team that national and international 
stakeholders can turn to, when there is no other known contact in a country.7 

There seems to be broad consensus among international CSIRT bodies and the policy 
community that nCSIRTs are those CSIRTs that are formally authorized by their 
governments to act as such. To date, 89 countries as well as the European Union8 have 
established nCSIRTs, according to CERT/CC’s list of nCSIRTs; 102 countries, according 
to the list of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).i CERT/CC and the 
ITU recognize nCSIRTs as those CSIRTs that are authorized or formally recognized by 
the government.9

CSIRTs existed long before international diplomatic statements called for them.10 
As cybersecurity rises on the security agenda in many countries, governments have 
begun to nationalize CSIRTs in one of three ways: by creating a new CSIRT to replace 
an existing de facto nCSIRT, by elevating a governmental CSIRT to the role of nCSIRT 
or, in cases where no nCSIRT previously existed, by starting from scratch. The report 
by the Best Practice Forum highlights the “strong diverging opinions” on how to set up 
nCSIRTs and notes that “if an organization has not garnered the necessary trust, which 
is often the case for an entirely new CSIRT with no history of working with peers, this 
may lead to it not being able to partner with other international organizations.”11

Not only do nCSIRTs vary widely in organizational setup, authority, authorization, 
functions and funding structures, but there is also debate on whether every country is 
well-suited for having an nCSIRT. Some suggest that certain regions would be better 
served by regional CSIRTs rather than an nCSIRT for every small country. A clear 
delineation of nCSIRT characteristics is lacking, as observed by the European Network 
and Information Security Agency:  

i The ITU lists 102 nCSIRTs worldwide. In this number, the ITU includes all those counted by CERT/CC (with the 
exception of Taiwan) as well as those mentioned by ITU member states in the ITU’s Global Cybersecurity Index 
Survey from 2014. Thus, the following countries are included on the ITU but not on the CERT/CC list of nCSIRTs: 
Greece, Hungary, Trinidad and Tobago, Cameroon, Rwanda, Libya, Cyprus, Ireland, Iceland, Jamaica, Guatemala, 
Philippines, South Africa, Sudan, Afghanistan and Syria. According to information provided by CERT/CC via email, 
CERT/CC recognizes nCSIRTs upon receipt of qualifying information, e.g., the constituencies they serve and the 
services they provide, along with supporting documentation from the government entity that designates their 
responsibility in their nation. CERT/CC often learns of new teams when hosting the annual meeting of nCSIRTs or 
when teams apply for authorization to use the CERT trademark. CERT/CC also works with FIRST in identifying 
nCSIRTs, and is currently working with Greece, Hungary, Trinidad and Tobago, Cameroon and Rwanda and explor-
ing engagements with other countries.

What Is a National CSIRT?
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The maturity of national cybersecurity and CIIP [Critical Information 
Infrastructure Protection] strategies and the roles of [nCSIRTs] in these strategies 
are currently not harmonized between countries and depend strongly on the 
specific context of a country. What is indisputable, however, is that [nCSIRTs] 
have a key role to play within any cybersecurity or CIIP strategy from multiple 
perspectives such as information sharing and the coordination of responses to 
incidents.12

National CSIRTs exist as non-governmental organizations, independent governmental 
organizations or under the auspices of a wide range of existing governmental 
departments. This means that the constituencies served by each nCSIRT are highly 
variable. For example, some nCSIRTs have broad mandates and are responsible 
for coordinating incident response among all national stakeholders, including the 
government, network-owner operators, the private sector and the general public, 
while others serve some, but not all, of these three. The authority of the nCSIRT 
and the actions it is authorized to take differ widely from country to country. Some 
nCSIRTs have regulatory powers, which they can use to compel action from other 
government agencies and the private sector, while others can act only in an advisory 
role. In addition, funding for nCSIRTs also varies, for some teams receive funding as 
part of appropriations for a particular department or agency, and some get funding 
from external non-governmental sources like the private sector or the nCSIRT’s 
constituency. 

The scholars Alexander Klimburg and Hugo Zylberberg argue that perhaps the only 
factor unifying all nCSIRTs is “the ability to serve as an authorized point of contact for 
technical issues.”13 This can be explained partly by the fact that the differences among 
nCSIRTs are dependent not only on a country’s political system, bureaucratic setup and 
financial resources, but also on time. Some countries established nCSIRTs long before 
others; many do not have an nCSIRT to date. As a result, nCSIRTs vary in maturity 
level over time, as reflected in a growing literature on the issue.14

Organizational Setup
National CSIRTs are mostly embedded within a government authority or ministry, 
such as the telecommunications or network information security authority, though 
some reside in an interior or defense ministry. For example:

 • Germany’s CERT-Bund is part of the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI), 
which is subordinate to the Ministry of Interior;15

 • CERT-Hungary operates as part of the Special Service for National Security,  
under the Ministry of Interior;16

 • Mexico's CERT-MX is hosted by the National Commission of Security, which is part 
for Mexico's Secretariat of the Interior that is concerned with the country's internal 
security; 17

 • Uganda’s CERT-UG is managed by the National Information  
Technology Authority;18

 • Tanzania’s TZ-CERT functions within the Tanzania Communications  
Regulatory Authority;19

 • CERT Australia is part of the Australian government’s General Attorney’s 
Department. It is also co-located with cyber security capabilties of other 
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government organizations, including the national signals intelligence and defense 
organizations, in the Australian national cyber security center;20

 • Colombia’s ColCERT resides within the Colombian Ministry of Defense and houses 
both the Joint Cyber Command and the Cyber Police Center.21

In addition to residing in governmental ministries, some nCSIRTs are part of a national 
cybersecurity center, like US-CERT, which resides in the National Cybersecurity 
and Communication Integration Center (NCCIC) or CERT Australia, which is co-
located with other Australian government organizations' cyber security capabilities 
in the Australian National Cyber Security Center. Other governmental nCSIRTs are 
part of a government institution but have public–private governance structures and 
participation, like NCSC.nl in the Netherlands and CERT.at in Austria.

Alternatively, some nCSIRTs reside outside of government structures. JPCERT/CC 
in Japan and Sri Lanka CERT, for example, are non-governmental organizations. 
AusCERT, a community-, but not government-, recognized nCSIRT in Australia, 
resides in the University of Queensland. Despite these two examples, the majority of 
nCSIRTs are part of government structures.

In line with the increased institutionalization of incident response networks 
at the national level, a growing number of governments are also advancing the 
institutionalization of their national cybersecurity policy structures by setting up 
dedicated national cybersecurity centers (NCSC) or network security agencies. 
In many cases, these centers host the country’s nCSIRT. NCSCs go a step beyond 
traditional CSIRT coordination centers, such as CERT/CC in the US or South Korea, 
and not only coordinate tasks in incident response, but also are actively involved in 
devising and implementing national cybersecurity strategies.22 The proposed EU 
Network and Information Security Directive aims to further this institutionalization 
and require each EU member state to set up a national “competent authority” for 
the security of network and information systems. The creation of cybersecurity 
centers aims to bring the CSIRT’s expertise closer to the bodies that devise national 
cybersecurity strategies and to help create a “whole-of-nation approach to addressing 
cybersecurity and communications issues.”20

Authorization and Authority
If embedded in governmental institutions, nCSIRTs usually have officially 
sanctioned authority and may have regulatory powers that they can impose on 
domestic stakeholders. For example, CERT-Hungary claims that it “may assist in 
initiating legal proceedings” if necessary,24 and the Finnish NCSC-FI “can mandate 
telecommunications providers to take corrective action to support incident 
response.”25

Some nCSIRTs are formally non-governmental, non-profit organizations without 
direct government oversight, but often with some ties to the government. The Japanese 
JPCERT/CC is institutionally separate from the government, but the majority of 
funding comes from the national government. The Sri Lankan SLCERT is similarly 
organized and is not financially independent from its sponsor, a governmental body 
called the Information Communication and Technology Agency.26 The Chinese 
CNCERT/CC also describes itself as “a non-governmental, non-profit cybersecurity 
technical center,” but is headed by the Internet Emergency Response Coordination 
Office, which is part of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology.27
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In some countries, private or academic de facto nCSIRTs existed before the 
government set up an officially recognized nCSIRT. Today, some of these CSIRTs are 
still recognized by the CSIRT community as nCSIRTs, despite lacking government 
authorization as an official emergency response team. AusCERT, for example, was 
officially recognized as the Australian nCSIRT until the government set up the 
official CERT Australia in 2004.28 It still acts as an nCSIRT recognized by the CSIRT 
community, though embedded within a non-governmental organization, the University 
of Queensland. 

Funding
The government can fully fund an nCSIRT through a public–private partnership, 
subscribed members who pay a regular fee or a mix of these sources. In many cases, 
nCSIRTs are purely government-funded, either as a governmentally embedded 
organization such as the national cybersecurity center in Finland, which acts as 
Finland’s nCSIRT, or as a non-governmental private organization such as JPCERT/CC 
in Japan. Because private actors, like critical infrastructure providers, have a major 
interest in a coordinated defense of their networks, several national or sector-specific 
CSIRTs are public–private partnerships and therefore partly funded by the private 
sector, like the Austrian CERT.at. National CSIRTs can also be membership-funded. 
For example, AusCERT, Australia’s de facto nCSIRT, is financed by membership 
fees. Similarly, until 2011, the Dutch NCSC.nl received government funding, but also 
required its members, except central government departments, to pay a fee to support 
the organization.29 NGOs can also serve as a funding source, as demonstrated by 
Brazil’s CERT.br, which is maintained by nic.br or the Brazilian Network Information 
Center, the executive arm of the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee and a 
mulitstakeholder organization with representation from civil society, the private sector 
and the government.30

In general, many nCSIRTs have unclear funding structures and do not publish specifics 
about funding sources in the public domain. The Bangladeshi bdCERT, for example, 
acts as an nCSIRT and is “funded voluntarily with limited resource[s] but highly 
motivated professionals,” but it does not specify who provides the voluntary funding.31

Functions
Though some coordination in the operations of nCSIRTs has occurred, there remains 
a great deal of uncertainty regarding the standardization of the role of nCSIRTs. 
When building CERT-UK, the United Kingdom’s nCSIRT, the UK Cabinet Office 
identified 47 possible functions of an nCSIRT, but it ultimately prioritized only four of 
these functions in the creation of CERT-UK.32 Nonetheless, the defining feature of an 
nCSIRT – similar to operationally focused CSIRTs in the private sector and elsewhere 
that primarily remediate damage and recover and rebuild systems – is its incident 
response function. Exceptions to this are nCSIRTs that double as governmental 
CSIRTs and are responsible for remediation, recovery and rebuilding of government 
networks. But most nCSIRTs focus much more on the coordination of response and 
information sharing and dissemination, unlike smaller CSIRTs in the private sector 
or government. In this coordinating function, an nCSIRT does not have a direct, 
operational role, but more of an advisory role. It receives, analyzes and synthesizes 
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incident and vulnerability information disseminated by other CSIRTs. It then re-
distributes this processed information to its constituency through bulletins or a shared 
database. 

In the US, US-CERT is operationally responsible for federal government networks and 
has a coordinating role as the national point of contact for domestic and international 
stakeholders. It operates alongside the Industrial Control Systems CERT, which 
coordinates incident response among critical infrastructure owners and operators. 
Germany’s national information security agency (BSI) operates the national-
governmental CSIRT that serves as an authorized national point of contact, and also 
runs Bürger-CERT, which provides citizens and small enterprises with email updates 
on IT-related threats and vulnerabilities. Luxembourg, on the other hand, splits 
governmental and national tasks and operates GOVCERT.LU, which is responsible for 
governmental networks only, and CIRCL, which is responsible for private sector and 
non-governmental entities in Luxembourg and serves as the nCSIRT. Additionally, 
some nCSIRTs serve as the “response team of last resort,” either redirecting a case to 
the CSIRT responsible for handling it or providing some degree of support itself. The 
service portfolio of CSIRTs has been described in detail in a number of publications,33 
but the categorization of CSIRT functions was being reconsidered in a FIRST 
committee at the time of writing this report,34 and a clear delineation of functions 
specific to nCSIRTs does not exist.
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National CSIRTs help prevent and respond to incidents, but they are not the only actors 
that take part in computer security incident response and prevention at the national 
level. The increasing centralization of nCSIRT structures under government control 
raises important questions about the responsibilities of nCSIRTs and how they engage 
with other stakeholders that play a role in cybersecurity, particularly law enforcement 
and intelligence agencies. 

When it comes to cybersecurity, law enforcement agencies, intelligence agencies and 
nCSIRTs share a high-level goal: securing networks. However, how highly each of these 
actors prioritize network security differs. At times, the tactics for providing network 
security can directly compete with each other. At a high level, this tension can be 
attributed to the different mandates and expertise of the actors involved.ii National 
CSIRTs have a technical understanding of cybersecurity and focus on the technical 
aspects of network defense, especially in democratic systems. Their main priority 
is to protect computer networks and their infrastructure from vulnerabilities that 
arise in systems as a result of software, hardware or human failure. Other parties in 
the government, like law enforcement and intelligence agencies, focus on reducing 
the number of threat actors and understand cybersecurity as a matter of physical and 
national security.iii Law enforcement agencies are primarily interested in prosecuting 
culprits for criminal acts. Intelligence agencies hold a primary interest in collecting 
and analyzing intelligence and information to serve the national security, military, 
foreign policy and, at times, law enforcement objectives of their country. They often 
also have the responsibility to protect information focusing on cryptography. While all 
sides aim to reduce risk for national networks, they have different approaches and work 
under different assumptions that are worth exploring.

More specifically, how highly each actor prioritizes network defense and its relevant 
techniques often differs. National CSIRTs prioritize recovering systems and making 
them less vulnerable to future attacks, while law enforcement agencies prioritize 
attributing the attack and prosecuting the culprit. Attributing attacks and collecting 
evidence can come into conflict with securing and rebuilding the compromised system. 
But as long as nCSIRTs do not delete evidence in the process of securing a network, and 
as long as law enforcement agencies do not insist on leaving a network compromised in 
the name of gathering further evidence, these goals need not compete. 

ii For more details about this definitional issue, see: Maurer, Tim and Robert Morgus. 2014, November 10. "'Cyber-
security' and Why Definitions Are Risky." [the following in italics] International Relations and Security Network. 
<http://isnblog.ethz.ch/intelligence/cybersecurity-and-the-problem-of-definitions>.

iii This report is intended to focus on day-to-day incident response and incidents that occur under the threshold of 
military involvement. For this reason, we do not examine the role of the military in incident response.

The Interplay Between National 
CSIRTs and Law Enforcement and 
Intelligence Agencies
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In some regards, however, the priorities of government actors not only are different, 
but compete with each other. National CSIRTs focus on network defense and the 
elimination of vulnerabilities, in part because some believe that there are many 
threat actors, and law enforcement agencies can only pursue some of them, given 
the transnational nature of cybercrime and the challenges of international law 
enforcement cooperation. Thus, as the argument goes, vulnerabilities, rather 
than threat actors, must be addressed in order to tackle the security problem. Law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies, on the other hand, take a more threat actor–
based approach to network security: systems are inherently insecure, and when 
one vulnerability is patched, another will appear. To address the problem, then, law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies must work to stop as many of the threat actors 
as possible.35 In short, when it comes to network security, an nCSIRT emphasizes 
remediating the damage and recovering the systems, while law enforcement and 
especially intelligence agencies may focus on using the incident to gain more 
information in order to pursue the culprit or gather crucial intelligence, in lieu of 
remediating the damage. 

Moreover, law enforcement and intelligence agencies have goals beyond network 
security, and exploiting networks can serve to achieve these other national security 
goals. Intelligence agencies sometimes have an interest in leaving found soft- and 
hardware vulnerabilities unpatched in order to develop exploits for offensive 
operations.iv They can use these vulnerabilities either to conduct surveillance 
operations on targets or to develop weapons with destructive ability, such as the 
Stuxnet virus that destroyed centrifuges in the Natanz, Iran, nuclear facility.36 More 
specifically, Michael Daniel, the US cybersecurity coordinator, wrote that “disclosing a 
vulnerability can mean that we forego an opportunity to collect crucial intelligence.”37 
The debate on vulnerability disclosure is quite expansive, and companies and 
governments have developed different policies for when to disclose software 
vulnerabilities.38 This propensity to exploit networks in order to gather intelligence 
or evidence for a case directly competes with the nCSIRT’s goal of securing systems, 
as exploits often require leaving systems technically vulnerable. Nonetheless, many 
intelligence agencies also have an information assurance remit and are thus interested 
in patching vulnerabilities, which can conflict with some methods of intelligence 
collection.39

Although a shared, overarching goal of network security exists, and some of the tactics 
employed by the actors discussed here can be compatible, our analysis suggests that a 
close relationship with law enforcement and intelligence agencies may undermine trust 
in an nCSIRT, domestically and globally. Domestically, private sector constituents of 
the nCSIRT may be worried about the potential ramifications of such a relationship 
(e.g., the possibility of self-incrimination) and about the sharing of information with 
actors in other countries. Many nCSIRTs rely primarily on information provided 
to them by the private sector, and this can seriously undermine their effectiveness. 
Meanwhile, on the global level, there is significant disagreement over what constitutes 
a threat and what falls within the purview of an nCSIRT. In some authoritarian 
systems, a cybersecurity threat is not only an actor that could cause damage through 
malicious code, but also an individual who publishes content online.  

iv It is worth noting that the definition of “offensive cyber operations” varies; it is an area that requires more research.
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For example, Gov-CERT.ru – Russia’s nCSIRT, according to CERT/CC – is tasked 
with information security and making “recommendations on how to neutralize 
relevant information security threats,”40 which include the use of information and 
communications technology to interfere “with the internal affairs of the sovereign 
state, [and] violation of public order,” according a Russian strategy document.41 This 
loose definition of threat could lead to human rights abuses and the curtailment of 
free speech. Some nCSIRTs may be reluctant or refuse to share information with other 
nCSIRTs out of concern that the shared information may contribute to human rights 
violations or unwarranted arrests.42 This can, in turn, lead to a tit-for-tat breakdown 
in cooperation as the suspect nCSIRT would reciprocate with reluctance or refusal to 
cooperate.

Some intelligence agencies have actively subverted security standards and not only 
exploited existing vulnerabilities, but also required vendors to build in holes for 
intelligence agencies to exploit.43 If an nCSIRT is seen as an accessory to this type of 
activity, trust in the nCSIRT will be undermined. After all, it is the nCSIRT’s mission 
to help its constituency protect its networks from vulnerabilities. In addition, if the 
nCSIRT is viewed as being part of a country’s intelligence community, nCSIRTs and 
companies from other countries will be less likely to share information for fear of 
compromising national interests. To better understand the different functions and 
priorities of these actors and their implications, this section describes the different 
actors’ roles and responsibilities in computer security and analyzes the implications 
of different ways of structuring the relationship between the nCSIRT and other 
government actors.

Functions and Priorities of Different Actors 
To better understand how the functions and priorities of different actors complement 
or compete with each other, it is helpful to structure the way we think about incidents 
and incident response so as to understand the different components of incident 
response and prevention. We have identified seven key activities related to network 
security, based on a review of existing literature and frameworks:v

 • Identifying risk to systems;
 • Protecting or hardening systems by means of technical techniques so that they 

better withstand attacks and incidents;
 • Deterring attacks on systems by imposing higher non-technical costs on potential 

attackers;
 • Monitoring and detecting incidents as they occur;
 • Responding to incidents by holding information gains, remediating the damage or 

pursuing the culprit;
 • Recovering from incidents; 
 • Integrating lessons learned.

 

v This framework is based on a combination of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cyber-
security Framework (http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/upload/cybersecurity-framework-021214.pdf) and 
Harriet Goldman’s Resilient Architectures Framework (http://www.mitre.org/sites/default/files/pdf/ 
10_3301.pdf).
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This section illustrates the roles and priorities of nCSIRTs as well as those of law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies in the different activities related to network 
security, especially in countries where these agencies are clearly separated from each 
other.

Identifying Riskvi

National CSIRTs often contribute to an understanding of both the threat source and 
vulnerability, though they tend to emphasize the latter. In its function as the national 
point of contact for its domestic constituency and other nCSIRTs, an nCSIRT is 
responsible for collecting and re-distributing incident information. In this capacity, 
an nCSIRT can contribute to the identification of vulnerabilities. These can be 
soft- and hardware vulnerabilities or social engineering, such as phishing attacks. 
By maintaining a central database and disseminating information about soft- and 
hardware vulnerabilities, often through alerts and warnings, nCSIRTs can contribute 
to the overall vulnerability identification in their country and abroad. If the nCSIRT 
itself has complete access to a network (e.g., an nCSIRT that also acts as a governmental 
CSIRT44), it identifies concrete risks by monitoring its constituents’ networks.

In addition, nCSIRTs sometimes build and maintain databases tracking technical 
threat information, like terms used in attack code, tactics used by certain attackers 
and procedures for carrying out attacks and administering systems to quickly 
disseminate this information.vii On their own, these technical threat indicators often 
lack the context that would help recipients understand existing or emerging menaces 
or hazards and that would thus inform their response. Technical information needs 
to be analyzed in combination with other contextual information about the attacker, 
other victims and the user’s own vulnerability. In addition, law enforcement agencies 
play a role in issuing and disseminating malware alerts.45 They also provide advice to 
the government and the private sector about the cyber-threat landscape, especially 
with regard to cybercrime committed by non-state actors. For example, Europol 
produces The Internet Organized Crime Threat Assessment on a yearly basis.47 Since law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies have access to classified information that other 
actors do not, they can help by combining classified material with information provided 
by incident victims and the nCSIRT. However, many countries still struggle with the 
integration of classified and non-classified information flows to create intelligence 
products that can be disseminated to the private sector and other non-security cleared 
professionals.48

Protecting and Hardening Systems

The aforementioned government actors not only identify risks, but also try to protect 
and harden systems in order to reduce the risk of incident. The nCSIRT’s contribution 
in this regard is mostly limited to indirect actions like security consulting, awareness 
building, education and training, product evaluation or certification, and security 

vi Risk is a function of probability and consequence. According to the NIST SP 800-30 Risk Management Guide for 
Information Technology Systems, it is “the likelihood of a given threat-source’s exercising a particular potential 
vulnerability, and the resulting impact of that adverse event on the organization.”

vii See, for example, the STIX, TAXII and cyBOX systems in the US.
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audits or assessments. Some nCSIRTs deploy advanced network-security tools like the 
US-CERT’s Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM) program, which monitors 
US government networks. CDM is designed to help agencies “identify and prioritize 
vulnerabilities within their network[s]”49 by patching the vulnerabilities identified 
as riskiest and thus better mitigating incidents before they occur. For private sector 
companies and critical infrastructure providers, network protection and hardening is 
usually done by the private company itself.

Law enforcement agencies do not play a direct role in protecting or hardening systems, 
except for their own, through internal IT security teams. Conversely, law enforcement 
and intelligence agencies can undermine the protection and hardening of systems in 
pursuit of their missions. Open source reports suggest that law enforcement bodies 
around the world generally do not find vulnerabilities or develop exploit tools on their 
own, but instead purchase exploit toolkits from private vendors. The FBI in the US, the 
Federal Criminal Police in Germany and other such bodies are known to have bought 
exploit tools.50

Law enforcement agencies in a number of countries have been exposed for actively 
contributing to or hiding software vulnerabilities in systems.51 Moreover, the FBI 
has recently been making headlines for requesting that backdoors, or intentional 
vulnerabilities, be inserted into US-produced software and hardware in order to 
have the option of exploiting these products should an investigation require such a 
measure.52 The White House rejected this request because it would have undermined 
network security.53 When a vulnerability is inserted into either hardware or software, 
it is open for all to exploit if found.54

When it comes to intelligence agencies, many signals intelligence agencies conduct 
information assurance for government networks and play a significant role in 
hardening those systems. At the same time, intelligence agencies are known to hold on 
to software and hardware vulnerabilities with the intention of developing exploits on 
them.55 The decision to hold a vulnerability requires weighing other national security 
priorities against network security necessities. How these priorities are weighed 
and how decisions are made vary from country to county. While these equities and 
decision-making procedures are opaque in some countries, others have shed light on 
theirs.56 The nature of the intelligence community does not encourage methodological 
transparency; as a result, information on the extent of this hardening and on the tools 
and methods used is publically unavailable.

According to a 2015 study from Verizon jointly conducted with CSIRTs, law 
enforcement agencies and private companies from around the world, 99.9 percent of 
exploited vulnerabilities were “compromised” more than a year after the associated 
disclosure of the vulnerability was published.57 This important statistic suggests 
that previously unknown vulnerabilities are not the only problem: most network 
owner-operators are slow to patch known vulnerabilities to begin with. Moreover, 
most vulnerabilities are found absent of an incident by security researchers.58 These 
vulnerabilities are sometimes reported to the software or hardware vendor responsible 
for the product. But sometimes these vulnerabilities are kept secret and sold to 
governments, or to private companies or individuals developing exploit toolkits. The 
dynamics of the market(s) for vulnerabilities are not yet fully understood, and it is 
unclear whether the presence of governments in these markets helps or exacerbates the 
problem.
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Deterring Attacks

Protecting and hardening systems is an important contribution to deterring attacks, as 
it increases the cost for threat actors. In that capacity, both nCSIRTs and intelligence 
agencies contribute to deterrence. However, non-technical deterrence, through means 
other than hardening systems, can play an important role in incident prevention, and 
law enforcement agencies play a role in deterring attacks through the prosecution 
of culprits. Although the pursuit and prosecution of malicious actors will not deter 
all potential attackers, the perceived cost of malicious behavior will rise and more 
attacks can be deterred if law enforcement bodies possesses the ability, willingness and 
knowledge to consistently prosecute the perpetrators of cyberattacks.

To prosecute culprits, police must attribute incidents to individuals or groups. In 
some countries, intelligence and law enforcement agencies have developed capacity 
for attributing attacks.59 Purely technical attribution still faces challenges,60 but the 
analysis of the technical details of an incident, sometimes provided by nCSIRTs, 
coupled with known threat-actor information and trends can help agencies to attribute 
incidents to specific actors.61 Intelligence agencies can also help deter attacks by 
providing information to law enforcement agencies to assist in both the attribution 
and pursuit of threat actors. The transnational nature of many cyberattacks means 
that prosecution often requires working with law enforcement agencies in other 
jurisdictions to arrest and extradite threat actors for trial.

Monitoring and Detecting Incidents

The vast majority of incidents are not detected by nCSIRTs or other government actors. 
Instead, private sector operators monitor their own networks, usually implement 
incident response and, depending on the incident, alert government actors upon the 
discovery of incidents. However, in countries with well-developed incident response 
capability, good detection tools have been developed and used by the nCSIRT. 
US-CERT and the Dutch NCSC.nl are two examples of nCSIRTs that are actively 
developing and deploying such tools for parts of their constituencies. For example, 
the capabilities of NCSC.nl have made it the central organization for detection and 
information dissemination, and they provide law enforcement agencies with better 
detection and technical attribution tools, which in turn help high-tech crime units to 
better carry out their mission through their Taranis system. Taranis collects raw data, 
quickly assesses the collected items and does an in-depth analysis of certain items. 
This system allows Taranis users to monitor more sources, to improve traceability of 
incidents and to automate incident-detection and analysis tasks.62

In the US, US-CERT also houses an incident monitoring and detection system in 
the form of the EINSTEIN program, which is “an automated process for collecting, 
correlating, analyzing, and sharing computer security information across the Federal 
civilian government.” EINSTEIN has had three versions: EINSTEIN 1, EINSTEIN 
2 and EINSTEIN 3accellerated (EINSTEIN 3a). The first two versions “identify 
abnormal network traffic patterns and detect known malicious traffic” by using only 
unclassified information. EINSTEIN 3a is a malware detection and blocking system 
that uses known indicators to filter out potentially malicious traffic by using classified 
information.63
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Although the Dutch Taranis and the US EINSTEIN programs are designed and run by 
nCSIRTs, their utility depends on the information they receive and process. Some of 
this information comes from the private sector through information sharing enabled 
by the likes of NCCIC’s and NCSC.nl’s public–private partnerships. However, the most 
powerful systems rely on a combination of sometimes proprietary, but largely non-
classified information from the private sector as well as classified information from 
intelligence agencies.

To a large extent, the nCSIRT relies on incident reporting to know when and where 
to respond, for they do not, and often legally cannot, monitor the networks of private 
companies. For reasons of brand reputation and liability, among others, many private 
companies are slow to report – that is, if they report at all. The Dutch DigiNotar 
incident in 2011 is a good example. DigiNotar initially intended to keep the case 
private from the public and from authorities. After more than a month, Google and 
Mozilla discovered the incident on the heels of an incident report filed by a Gmail user 
in Iran. In due course, CERT-BUND, the German nCSIRT, became aware of a false 
certificate and notified the Dutch nCSIRT (then GovCERT-NL), which took over the 
incident response.64 The DigiNotar case is important not because of where the incident 
notification came from, but because of where it did not come from. The tendency of 
private companies, like DigiNotar, to guard against public disclosure of incidents poses 
problems for nCSIRTs. 

Law enforcement and intelligence agencies can have access to information that brings 
to light incidents that companies may have otherwise kept quiet.65 In the US, for 
example, the FBI can notify a company when it has been breached and suggest that 
the company contact a cybersecurity vendor or US-CERT.66 Some law enforcement 
agencies have the legal ability to tap domestic wires, monitor Internet activity and 
compel private companies to share threat information,67 a power that nCSIRTs often 
do not possess unless they have a regulatory mandate or work in close conjunction 
with or as part of law enforcement efforts.68 Intelligence agencies with information 
assurance remits may also monitor the flow of traffic in and out of the networks of their 
constituencies and use tools to detect irregularities.

The primary motive of the attacked company may determine to whom the company 
reports the incident. For example, if the company is primarily concerned with pursuing 
legal action for damages, a law enforcement agency may be the first government body it 
contacts. In addition, some law enforcement bodies have relationships with industries 
that predate nCSIRTs, which can cause companies to inform them first. In the US 
financial services industry, for example, the National Infrastructure Protection Center 
of the FBI and the Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-
ISAC) have a partnership, which gives the FBI “vital security-related information to 
move more effectively.”69 In cases like this, the close relationship between a sector-wide 
incident response coordinating body and law enforcement agencies means that the 
latter are often the first state-level organization to be alerted of an incident or threat. In 
other cases, the private sector may inform intelligence first upon discovering an attack 
because intelligence agencies “could very simply ignore minor illegal acts,”70 while law 
enforcement agencies are supposed to investigate illegal activities, which might require 
companies to disclose information they would rather not disclose.
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Responding to Incidents

As noted earlier, technical incident responders, like national and non-national CSIRT 
practitioners, focus on the security of systems and networks from vulnerabilities that 
arise as a result of software, hardware or human failure. These incident responders 
deal with the prevention of and response to incidents, and are interested in the 
attribution of an attack only insofar as attribution can inform them on how to mitigate 
the attack, repair the system and prevent future attacks from the same threat actors. 
As part of this process, a responder will collect and redistribute incident information 
necessary for incident response among others in the CSIRT community and might 
forward technical “indicators of compromise” to law enforcement agencies to help 
them to prosecute a culprit. 

Although nCSIRTs prioritize remediation and recovery, they receive information that 
could contribute to law enforcement efforts to pursue culprits. National CSIRTs often 
collect a bevy of technical information, or observables, about the incident: for example, 
a description of the object, or attack tool, its properties, its location in the system and 
related objects. This information, combined with other information about similar 
campaigns (e.g., names used in the code, observed tactics, techniques and procedures) 
can be derived from technical forensics sometimes conducted by the nCSIRT and 
assist in attributing an incident to a threat. The tactical threat indicators exchanged 
by CSIRTs are usually indicators of compromise, which can be divided into atomic 
(e.g., IP and email addresses), computed (e.g., digital hashes of malicious files, exploit 
toolkits, payloads) and behavior (e.g., a profile of an actor’s patterns) indicators.71 

Indicators of compromise can be quickly disseminated through standards that provide 
a common language and technical platform.72 Sharing data of this kind can be more 
easily automated, and through an analysis of such data, organizations can create threat 
intelligence to prevent future incidents.

Currently, nCSIRTs collect and log much of this information while working to 
remediate incidents. However, as a CSIRT’s priority is often to maintain the availability 
of the system, the wiping and rebuilding of servers sometimes destroys evidence and 
information about the perpetrators that could be useful in law enforcement efforts.73 
In addition, a great deal of the information collected is done so in ways that are not 
up to evidential standards, and the data are often discarded once the CSIRT task of 
remediating damage and recovering systems is complete.74 Therefore, law enforcement 
agencies in many countries will work with CSIRTs and the nCSIRT in coordinated 
incident response. As mentioned above, attribution is often a collaborative effort 
in which relevant entities – such as law enforcement and intelligence agencies, the 
nCSIRT and any number of private security companies – attempt to combine incident 
information in order to determine who caused the incident. 

Once attribution is established, a jurisdictional assessment follows. Law enforcement 
officials determine whether the threat actor is under their jurisdiction, under a 
jurisdiction with which they have a friendly relationship or a mutual legal assistance 
treaty, or under a jurisdiction with which they have neither. From there, the decision of 
whether to pursue the threat actor in question may shift from law enforcement bodies 
to another entity, depending on the jurisdiction and whether the threat actor is a state 
or non-state actor.75 Intelligence agencies can provide human and signals intelligence 
about threats and assist in triangulating digital forensic data with their intelligence to 
assist law enforcement agencies and the nCSIRT with attribution. 
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Recovering Systems

Usually, the private sector will take the lead in recovering its own systems. Because 
of this,  nCSIRTs usually focus on government networks and, sometimes, critical 
infrastructure networks if they play a role in system recovery at all. The precise role of 
network owner-operators and private network security vendors and their relationship 
with nCSIRTs and other government actors is a topic worthy of further research. In 
countries where the nCSIRT is seen as responsible for private sector networks, it can 
assist in rebuilding the system, especially if the effects of an incident threaten to spread 
or impact a great number of systems (through indiscriminate malware, for example) or 
threaten the functioning of critical infrastructure.

Integrating Lessons Learned

The nCSIRT can also play a role in spreading best practices and lessons learned by 
sharing remediation techniques and incident response lessons with its constituents 
and other CSIRTs. Similarly, law enforcement bodies can issue and update security best 
practices through bulletins aimed at the broader public or directly inform experts and 
policy-makers.76 Some intelligence agencies with information assurance roles publish 
CSIRT-style reports, alerts and warnings pertaining to specific threat-actor tactics and 
methods as well as some malware classes.77

Options for Structuring the Relationship 
Between National CSIRTS and Law 
Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies
As nCSIRTs become both institutionalized and more important for international 
cooperation on cybercrime and cybersecurity incidents, the implications of their 
relationships with intelligence and law enforcement bodies must be carefully 
considered. The institutionalization of nCSIRTs poses some benefits to governments, 
for nCSIRTs can work more seamlessly with other government structures. However, 
close relationships with law enforcement or intelligence agencies have the potential to 
undermine trust in an nCSIRT, thereby decreasing the amount of incident reporting 
to, and the overall effectiveness of, the nCSIRT. The current trust networks that 
the CSIRT community relies upon for transnational cooperation were crafted at a 
time when governments were scarcely involved with CSIRTs, if at all. Many states 
seek to bolster their national incident response capabilities by pulling CSIRTs 
under national structures and including them in law enforcement and intelligence 
operations. CERT Australia, for example, is co-located with the cyber capabilities 
of the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation, the Australian Federal Police, 
the Australian Signals Directorate, the Defence Intelligence Organisation and the 
Australian Crime Commission, and states on its website that it is “working closely” 
with these organizations.78 As a result, however, states face the challenge of avoiding 
the undermining of the existing trust networks that enable transnational incident-
response coordination and cooperation.

To proceed, governments have a spectrum of options with two poles: on one end, 
formalizing the relationships, and on the other, disassociating nCSIRTs from law 
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enforcement and intelligence agencies. The status quo would be to continue operating 
between these poles. All of these options have both positive and negative implications.

Option 1: Maintain the Status Quo

While certain trends can be found in the relationships between nCSIRTs and law 
enforcement and intelligence bodies, as outlined in this report, there exists no one-
size-fits-all model for these relationships. Our research suggests it is reasonable to 
assume that the majority of nCSIRTs, most of which have been subsumed under the 
auspices of the government, have links to both the law enforcement and intelligence 
communities, whether formally or informally. Nonetheless, the status quo for these 
relationships varies dramatically around the globe. In many countries, the relationship 
between the nCSIRT and the actors discussed above is an ill-defined association that 
relies on ad hoc arrangements and personal relationships. Some nCSIRTs acknowledge 
this relationship, while others deny altogether that there is contact. Some countries, 
like the Netherlands, have constructed a formal liaison between the nCSIRT and other 
government actors,79 and still others actually have law enforcement and intelligence 
duties, like ColCERT.80

The global status quo, which varies from country to country, comes with both benefits 
and challenges. To start, the systems of any two countries are never identical, and the 
status quo allows for a certain level of flexibility and fluidity in how countries design 
their nCSIRT’s relationship with law enforcement and intelligence agencies. In some 
countries, one of these agencies might be more trusted than the other. Sometimes, 
this means that nCSIRTs benefit by receiving information from law enforcement and 
intelligence agencies.

On the other hand, the status quo lends itself to a great deal of uncertainty 
internationally.  The “black box” nature of many of these relationships leads to distrust, 
especially if a relationship that was previously undisclosed or is unexpected comes to 
light. The lack of transparency about an nCSIRT’s relationship with law enforcement 
and intelligence agencies hampers other nCSIRTs in making educated decisions 
on whether and how to engage. In addition, from a purely operational standpoint, 
incoherent structures can lead to miscommunication about whom to contact and when.

Option 2: Formalize the Relationship Between nCSIRTs and 
Law Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies
As noted by the Best Practice Forum, CSIRTs that have a “close relationship with 
a regulator or law enforcement agency, or a legal duty to report to those, need to be 
particularly clear about the terms on which they can receive information and under 
which conditions they have to share data” with law enforcement agencies.81 While 
some countries have provided the nCSIRT with in-house law enforcement and/
or intelligence competencies, others have formalized the relationship between the 
nCSIRT and other government bodies via official liaisons, which can be set up in a 
number of ways to encourage uni- or bidirectional information flows.

Greater transparency about these relationships would likely increase trust and 
enhance collaboration and coordination. It would enable potential partners to make 
better-informed decisions on how to cooperate with nCSIRTs. One such decision 
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might be to not engage in cooperation, if the relationship between an nCSIRT and law 
enforcement or intelligence agencies is perceived as too close or too opaque.

Proponents of formal liaisons argue that an information sharing relationship between 
the nCSIRT and law enforcement and intelligence agencies can be mutually beneficial. 
If the nCSIRT has a liaison with both of these communities, a discussion regarding 
found vulnerabilities will more likely involve all stakeholders rather than just 
stakeholders from the agency that finds the vulnerability. The Dutch  
NCSC.nl, for example, has formal liaisons with both federal high-tech crime units and 
the intelligence community.82

Even with a formalization of the relationship, questions remain regarding the nature of 
the relationship. The key variable we have identified in the relationship between these 
actors is the direction of cooperation and information flow. Logically, information 
can flow from the nCSIRT to law enforcement and/or intelligence agencies, from law 
enforcement and/or intelligence agencies to the nCSIRT, or in both directions.

Unidirectional: From the nCSIRT to Other Actors. A liaison can be created to 
establish unidirectional information flow from the nCSIRT to intelligence and law 
enforcement agencies, but not back to the nCSIRT. Any automated information-sharing 
platform or passage of information to intelligence and law enforcement officials from 
nCSIRT employees requires clear guidelines regarding the type of information shared 
and in what form. Alternatively, both intelligence and law enforcement agencies can 
second a full-time employee to embed within the nCSIRT and take part in its day-to-
day operations.

Unidirectional: From Other Actors to the nCSIRT. A liaison can be created to 
establish unidirectional information flow from the intelligence community and law 
enforcement agencies to the nCSIRT. Just as with a unidirectional flow of information 
in the other direction, there exist challenges of identifying relevant information. A 
similar structure involving strict guidelines or an nCSIRT employee seconded to the 
other actors would address these concerns. A setup in which an nCSIRT employee sits 
within law enforcement and intelligence agencies often requires some or all nCSIRT 
practitioners to obtain security clearances.

Bidirectional: From Other Actors to the nCSIRT, From the nCSIRT to Other 
Actors. A liaison can be created to establish bidirectional information exchange to 
and from the nCSIRT, to and from intelligence and law enforcement agencies. This 
liaison can come in the form of a new structure, such as a national cybersecurity center 
(NCSC) or an information-integration center that facilitates interagency information 
sharing, a third-party liaison or a liaison from either the nCSIRT or the other actors 
with a clearly defined mandate. This setup benefits from both classified and non-
classified information to construct a more comprehensive picture of the threat and 
vulnerability landscape. 

Option 3: Disassociate nCSIRTs From Law Enforcement 
and Intelligence Agencies
National CSIRTs could be firewalled from law enforcement and/or intelligence 
agencies in order to maintain their operational independence and foster greater trust 
with the private sector and between nCSIRTs worldwide. But given the occasional 
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necessity of nCSIRTs to engage with law enforcement personnel, mechanisms need to 
be established that structure such cooperation and make transparent the nature and 
scope of the relationship. 

Under this arrangement, an nCSIRT would increase in operational and political 
independence, which is likely to improve trust-based cooperation with the domestic 
private sector (private companies become less worried about liability and legal 
ramifications of incident reporting) and with other CSIRTs around the world (national 
security considerations and opaque relationships with other government entities 
would not hinder trust). If the nCSIRT were to become more trusted in the domestic 
community, this arrangement could increase its ability to access more information 
and, in turn, operate more effectively.

However, this model – wherein an nCSIRT and law enforcement and intelligence 
agencies are responsible for their own information collection – would limit the 
amount and type of information each actor can access and undermines an nCSIRT’s 
role in facilitating information exchange. In addition, it remains to be seen whether 
statements declaring the independence of nCSIRTs from other government influences 
like law enforcement and intelligence agencies would be accepted as truth or as simple 
posturing, for many states today claim that there is no such connection.
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The increasing political attention to CSIRTs demonstrates a laudable effort to enhance 
cybersecurity, but policy-makers must be aware that increasing governmental 
influence can create unintended negative consequences. In addition, there remains 
much work to be done to ensure that nCSIRTs can meet expectations – namely, to 
effectively coordinate the response to incidents among national stakeholders and other 
nCSIRTs. To achieve this goal, they need to be relevant and useful for national and 
international stakeholders. The following recommendations address these concerns 
and outline some steps that can be taken with regard to the mission and organizational 
setup of nCSIRTs, as well as their cooperation with government actors. Given that most 
reform processes currently deal with the integration of nCSIRTs into governmental 
structures, the recommendations focus on government-based nCSIRTs, not non-
governmental ones.

1. The National CSIRT’s Mission  
and Mandate

The nCSIRT’s mission and mandate need to be transparently defined and ensure that the 
nCSIRT will be operationally independent from undue political influence. 

Most nCSIRTs are established under some form of administrative or financial 
stewardship of governments. In many cases, a government ministry has managerial 
authority over an nCSIRT. As pointed out earlier, this has various advantages. 
Integration into government structures can increase the nCSIRT’s authority, ensure 
stable funding and enhance the integration of the CSIRT’s technical expertise into the 
political decision-making process. 

However, government influence also risks interfering with the operational 
effectiveness of nCSIRTs and their relationships with other stakeholders. 
Administrative and legal requirements can complicate and slow the processing and 
dissemination of information to a national constituency. Additionally, governments 
could abuse the power and technical expertise of an nCSIRT for political ends, like 
the removal of content or the withholding of information on software vulnerabilities 
from other stakeholders under the vague rationale that such an action is “in the state’s 
interest.” A government can conceivably compel the nCSIRT to forward sensitive 
information on attack victims and related business secrets to third government actors 
without the incident-information sender’s consent. Such activities could lead to the 
prioritization of state political objectives, which may undermine the nCSIRT’s mission 
to help its constituency handle incidents and protect national computer networks 
and systems. This, in turn, undermines trust in the nCSIRT, hindering national and 
international cooperation. As cooperation and information sharing among nCSIRTs 
and other stakeholders and CSIRTs are paramount for effectively addressing security 
incidents, policy-makers should pursue a number of measures to address these 
concerns.

Policy Recommendations
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First, policy-makers need to clearly and transparently define the mission and mandate 
of the nCSIRT. The mandate would ideally explicate the nCSIRT’s authority vis-à-vis 
national stakeholders and also clarify its procedures for handling incident information 
and its cooperation with other government actors. This is especially relevant for the 
relationship with law enforcement and intelligence agencies (see Recommendation 3 
for more detail). 

Second, governments should strengthen the nCSIRT’s responsibility as the national 
point of contact for information sharing by strengthening the nCSIRT’s role in 
disseminating incident-relevant information, such as information about newly found 
vulnerabilities. The nCSIRT’s mandate should also clearly outline processes for how 
the team provides its non-governmental stakeholders with relevant information, 
as well as definitions of what information should be shared and in what form. The 
processes should also outline steps that nCSIRTs should take to protect the data they 
hold.

Finally, nCSIRTs and governments should endorse the UNGGE norm stating that 
CSIRTs should not engage in “malicious international activity.”83 Moreover, nCSIRTs 
should not conduct offensive operations or support other actors in the conduct of 
offensive operations. Overall, nCSIRTs should transparently define the type of 
incidents and threats they will respond to, and they should not engage in political 
activities like the control of content, censorship of free speech and collection of digital 
intelligence, for reasons other than securing computer networks and systems.

2. The National CSIRT’s  
Organizational Setup

Governments should ensure that the nCSIRT is adequately staffed, transparently funded 
and operationally independent from the government to provide a link between the private 
sector and government bodies. 

Another open question regards the organizational setup of an nCSIRT within 
government structures, which relates to the location, funding and staffing of the 
nCSIRT. Most nCSIRTs currently sit within ministries, information security agencies 
or telecommunication authorities; are part of a national cybersecurity center; or 
function as standalone organizations. National CSIRTs should be as operationally 
independent as possible, while still having access to policy-makers and ministries 
at the management level. As mentioned earlier, nCSIRTs should sit between the 
government and the private sector, and act as a coordinator of incident response and as 
a central point of contact for information sharing.

While having a relationship with intelligence and law enforcement agencies is 
becoming the status quo for nCSIRTs, it is important to deconflict these entities to 
the greatest extent possible. For this reason, nCSIRTs should neither be part of an 
intelligence or a law enforcement agency, nor report directly to an intelligence or a law 
enforcement agency. As explained above, an overly close relationship between nCSIRTs 
and intelligence agencies would decrease trust in an nCSIRT and limit its operational 
effectiveness. In addition, the authorities of law enforcement and intelligence agencies 
in processing incident information should be narrowly defined in line with principles 
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of responsible handling of personally identifiable information, such as purpose 
specification, use limitation, and minimization requirements.

Moreover, governments need to increase funding and support for nCSIRTs. An nCSIRT 
can best serve as an information hub for other CSIRTs if government agencies share 
all relevant information and intelligence with it. Governments need to ensure that 
nCSIRTs are staffed with technical experts as well as at least one policy expert to carry 
out their mandates, especially if they serve as points of contact for information sharing 
requirements and with other government actors. Only with adequate staffing can an 
nCSIRT respond in a timely manner to domestic and international requests for help in 
incident management cases.

Finally, to protect and increase impartiality, all nCSIRTs should publish clear 
information describing where their funding originates within the government and 
other sources, as well as any stipulations placed on that funding.

3. The National CSIRT’s Relationship With 
Other Government Actors

Governments should increase transparency regarding the nCSIRT’s relationship with 
other government actors – especially law enforcement and intelligence agencies – by 
formalizing the relationship between these actors with well-defined guidelines for 
information exchange.

As nCSIRTs become both institutionalized under government control and more 
important for transnational cooperation on cybercrime and cybersecurity incidents, 
their relationships with intelligence and law enforcement bodies must be carefully 
considered and designed. 

In order to safeguard the nCSIRT’s ability to operate in line with its core mission – to 
improve technical network security and respond to incidents – policy-makers would 
ideally disassociate the nCSIRT from other government actors so that it operates 
independently from political influence. This setup would also create greater trust 
among national and international stakeholders in an nCSIRT: the arrangement 
prevents the nCSIRT from publishing information about software vulnerabilities and 
ensures that the nCSIRT would not forward information to law enforcement agencies 
that could hold companies liable for negligence or use the information for espionage or 
sabotage purposes. 

But an nCSIRT also relies on law enforcement agencies and their legal authority to 
prosecute the threat actors causing the incidents that the nCSIRT seeks to prevent 
or mitigate. Law enforcement agencies can be pivotal in addressing the sources of 
incidents, malicious servers and the individuals or groups behind the attacks.79 

Therefore, a formal channel of information exchange with law enforcement agencies 
needs to be put in place. Information forwarded to law enforcement agencies should be 
sanitized and anonymized as much as possible and follow guidelines that the nCSIRT 
must clearly define and make accessible and transparent to its constituency. The legal 
framework for these information exchanges should also guarantee that the information 
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is used for the prosecution of crimes in accordance with national and international 
criminal law and with respect for fundamental human rights. 

Given that many nCSIRTs currently operate as “black boxes” and do not clarify their 
procedures for information exchange with other government agencies, transparently 
defined rules for their constituency will improve the status quo in many countries 
and ensure that threats are addressed effectively when cooperation between an 
nCSIRT and law enforcement agencies is necessary. This should be the bare-minimum 
expectation of any nationalized CSIRT. However, given the human rights concerns that 
could potentially stem from these relationships, states should explore the possibility 
of a third-party information auditor or inspectors general to whom any malfeasance 
could be reported.  

The relationship between nCSIRTs and intelligence agencies is more complex, as their 
interests can sometimes be in direct conflict, especially with regard to vulnerability 
handling and disclosure. Therefore, policy-makers need to approach the design of 
this relationship with caution. The information nCSIRTs collect can be essential for 
intelligence operations aimed at attributing cyberattacks and averting threats to 
national security. The legal framework for such exceptional circumstances and any 
such arrangement must be transparent and safeguard fundamental human rights, 
including the right to privacy.

In addition, what constitutes a legitimate threat to national security and cybersecurity 
must be better defined in many countries around the world. For example, some 
governments – and thus, some law enforcement and intelligence agencies – argue that 
political speech online is a threat to cybersecurity. However, political speech does 
not undermine the underlying functionality of the Internet. National CSIRTs should 
focus on providing technical computer security incident response expertise, not on 
censorship, and on helping to maintain the underlying functionality of computer 
networks. Thus, it should be noted that these recommendations are unlikely to 
materialize in countries that seek to utilize computer networks for surveillance or 
other malicious cyber activities and are prone to using all resources at their disposal 
to do so. How to achieve collaboration on incident response with nCSIRTs with such 
missions requires further research. 

Relatedly, nCSIRTs, law enforcement agencies and intelligence agencies should have 
clearly defined policies that ensure responsible vulnerability disclosure. These are 
important for outlining under which circumstances and for how long a vulnerability 
will stay undisclosed to the public. Some nCSIRTs have already published such 
guidelines,viii and other CSIRTs and other government actors should follow suit. 

viii See, for example, NCSC.nl (https://www.ncsc.nl/english/security) and ICS-CERT (https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/
ICS-CERT-Vulnerability-Disclosure-Policy).
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4. More Data and Research Needed on 
Cooperation and Effectiveness of National 
CSIRTs
Future empirical research efforts are needed to examine the factors that influence the 
effectiveness of cooperation between CSIRTs. While there is a growing literature on 
CSIRTs and nCSIRTs, there remains a significant lack of empirical data and analysis 
on some of the aforementioned trade-offs and the effects on the cooperation and 
effectiveness of CSIRTs. This study thus sought to map out some of these issues as a 
foundation for future research, which we strongly recommend. Moreover, our research 
suggests that trust is critical to CSIRTs’ successful cooperation with each other and 
their effectiveness in addressing computer security incidents. This paper has outlined 
several factors that will undermine trust in an nCSIRT, such as opaque relations 
with government actors or cooperation with intelligence agencies. A regular survey 
among CSIRTs could produce more and better data on the factors that influence the 
effectiveness of cooperation between CSIRTs and how trust relations build and persist 
in a growing community of national and other CSIRTs.
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